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1 Introduction
Stereoscopic depth from binocular disparity is ambiguous unless it is scaled by some
measure of viewing distance. The result is that the same magnitude of disparity can
be associated with many different depth extents, depending on the distance to fixation.
This inherent ambiguity in binocular input could have profound effects on judgments
of shapes that vary in depth. There are many ways that the visual system could dis-
ambiguate disparity information. The most straightforward strategy is to obtain a
measure of viewing distance from one of several cues available either in the image or
in the state of the system. So, for example, the vergence angle of the eyes or the state of
accommodation when viewing a three-dimensional (3-D) object could, in principle, be
used to scale disparity. Other strategies depend specifically on the task or the stimulus.
Consider an experimental task that requires a depth match to be made between stimuli
at two distances. If the visual system assumes that the two stimuli are the same size, then
the ratio of distances could be estimated from the angular extent of each stimulus and
used to scale disparity (Glennerster et al 1996). Likewise, a change in vergence angle could
also be used to estimate a distance ratio. Both strategies would allow an observer to
perform the task even when the absolute distance to each surface is not known.
Despite the strategies that could be used, there is considerable evidence that human
observers fail to show perfect depth constancy, even at viewing distances less than 2 m
(Foley and Richards 1972; Johnston 1991; Tittle et al 1995; Bradshaw et al 1996; Glennerster
et al l996). This failure of depth constancy can be thought of as a perceptual distortion
of physical space, or, congruently, as an incorrect mapping of physical space onto
perceptual space (Todd et al 1998). The distortion of perceptual space does not appear
to be random; rather, errors tend to occur in a particular direction. Many investigators
have found that observers judge a stereoscopic object or surface with a fixed disparity
to have more depth when presented close to the viewer and less depth when presented
further away. If one assumes that this perceptual distortion is due to a misestimation
of viewing distance (Foley 1980; Johnston 1991), then viewing distances are overestimated
when the surface is close and underestimated when the surface is far.
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Abstract. Stereoscopic surfaces constructed from Kanizsa type illusory contours or explicit
luminance contours were tested for three dimensional (3 D) shape constancy. The curvature of
the contours and the apparent viewing distance between the surface and the observer were
manipulated. Observers judged which of two surfaces appeared more curved. Experiment 1
allowed eye movements and revealed a bias in 3 D shape judgment with changes in apparent
viewing distance, such that surfaces presented far from the observer appeared less curved than
surfaces presented close to the observer. The lack of depth constancy was approximately the
same for illusory contour surfaces and for explicit contour surfaces. Experiment 2 showed that
depth constancy for explicit contour surfaces improved slightly when fixation was required and
eye movements were restricted. These experiments suggest that curvature in depth is misperceived,




implicitly by Kanizsa-type inducers. In the right half-image of an explicit-contour display,
a white rectangle (luminance 83.3 cd mÿ2, dimensions 2.25 deg horizontally by 1.5 deg
vertically) appeared on a black background (luminance 1.53 cd mÿ2). The stereoscopic
shape of this surface was manipulated by altering both vertical contours of the left half-
image, which was otherwise identical to the right half-image. Each vertical contour in the
left half-image was aligned with the long axis of an ellipse, the height of which equaled
the height of the rectangle. The vertical contours were then replaced with the curved
contours from the right edge of the ellipse. The resulting stereoscopic percept was a
smooth-surface patch curving out towards the observer in orthographic projection.
Illusory-contour displays were constructed from explicit-contour displays by centering
inducing elements at the corners of the surface and changing the background color to
white. The diameter of each inducing element was 0.88 deg.
The curvature of a surface was manipulated by changing the length of the short
axis of the ellipse; a small length yielded a nearly flat surface and a long length
generated a very curved surface. We used 5 radial lengths, ranging from 11 to 23 pixels
in 3-pixel steps. The curvature disparity (dcurvature ) produced by these displays was
calculated by determining the change in convergence angle between the back corner of
the surface (angle b in figure 2) and the peak of the surface (angle g in figure 2).
Curvature disparity, then, is equal to gÿ b. At the viewing distance of 195 cm, the 5
radial lengths yielded disparities of 6.8, 8.7, 10.5, 12.4, and 14.3 min of arc, respectively.
The viewing distance from the observer to the back corner of the surface was
manipulated by moving the surface portions of the left and right half-images closer
together, as illustrated in figure 3b. Note that this manipulation adds relative disparity
between the contours of the surface and the inducers. The inducers were not shifted
and therefore always appeared in the plane of the virtual screen. The surface portions
of the half-images were shifted towards each other from this zero-disparity position
by 2 to 26 pixels in 6-pixel steps. The manipulation yielded 5 `standing disparities'
from the plane of the virtual screen to the back corner of the surface. The standing
disparity (dstanding ) is equal to the change in convergence angle from the plane of the
virtual screen (angle a) to the back corner of the surface (angle b). Standing disparity
therefore equals bÿ a (see figure 2). At the viewing distance of 195 cm, the 5 standing
disparities equaled 1.2, 5.0, 8.7, 12.4, and 16.1 min of arc, respectively.
Given a and dstanding , a viewing distance can be calculated for each standing disparity.
Equation (1) was rearranged to yield:
Dback 
I
2 tanb=2 , (2)
where Dback is the viewing distance to the back of the surface, I is again an interocular
distance of 6 cm, and b  a dstanding . This calculation yielded 5 viewing distances:
193, 186.5, 180.5, 174.8, and 169.4 cm. These manipulated viewing distances are shown
schematically in figure 4. A similar procedure can be used to calculate the viewing
distance to the peak of the surface (Dpeak ):
Dpeak 
I
2 tang=2 , (3)
where g  a dstanding  dcurvature . By subtracting equation (3) from equation (2), the depth
of a surface can be calculated. The depth of the surface with 8.7 min of arc of standing
disparity and 10.5 min of arc of curvature disparity, for example, is 16.5 cm.
2.1.2 Procedure. A session comprised 10 presentations of each of the 5 radii of
curvature at each of the 5 apparent viewing distances for both illusory-contour surfaces
and explicit-contour surfaces, yielding 500 trials. On each trial, two surfaces appeared,





measure of viewing distance to scale disparity. Studies of depth constancy often include
a calculation of the distance misestimation, called `scaling distance'. Given a depth
match to a reference surface with known disparity, the scaling distance is the distance
to the surface required in order to perceive the depth specified by the match. The
important point is that a scaling distance analysis assumes that, rather than a shape
distortion due to misestimation of the depth curvature of the surface, the error is in
the perceived distance to the surface. In figure 8 the scaling distance is plotted as a
function of the viewing distance. If depth constancy holds, the data would fall on a
line with slope equal to one. This prediction is shown with a dashed line in figure 8.
Regression lines have been fitted to each observer's data; among all observers and
contour conditions, the slopes of the fitted lines are negative. The mean slope (and
SEM) for each contour-type condition in figure 8 is ÿ1:97 (0.68), ÿ1:12 (0.68), ÿ1:20
(0.27), and ÿ1:21 (0.57), corresponding to the II, IE, EI, and EE conditions, respec-
tively. Negative slopes indicate that viewing distance is overestimated when the surface
appears close to the observer and underestimated when the surface appears farther
away. This distance misestimation is in the same direction as found by Johnston (1991),
but the magnitude of the effect is much larger. At the closest and farthest viewing
distances, for example, the distance misestimation can be 50 cm or larger.
2.3 Discussion
The perceived depth curvature in contour stereograms increased monotonically as the
curvature disparity increased. All observers, however, showed a shape distortion with
changes in viewing distance. This distortion is in the same direction as has been
reported in the literature: surfaces closer to the observer appeared more curved in
depth than surfaces farther away. There was little difference in the magnitude of the
effect between illusory contours and explicit contours; both contour types failed to
produce depth constancy. This outcome suggests that illusory and explicit contours
are treated equally by the visual system at the level where depth from disparity is
recovered. If one assumes that this distortion is due to a misestimation of viewing
distance, then observers overestimate viewing distance when the surface appears close
and underestimate viewing distance when the surface appears more distant.
If the lack of depth constancy is due to a misestimation of viewing distance, then
the outcome may not be surprising. Estimates of depth constancy for tasks that require
a measure of viewing distance vary over the entire range of constancy. What is curious
about the current results, however, is the magnitude of the effect. The scaling distances
required to account for perceived surface depth are not only incorrect, as suggested
by previous work, but incorrect to such a degree that they are inverted. It is difficult
to believe that observers were making such large errors in viewing distance. Rather,
we suggest that the shape distortions we find are not due to a misestimation of viewing
distance.
An additional concern about the scaling-distance analysis in figure 8 is that it does
not allow a measure of depth constancy to be calculated. Typically, depth constancy is
expressed as the ratio of slopes between the scaling distance and the prediction of perfect
depth constancy (Howard and Rogers 1995; Glennerster et al 1996). Because the slope of
the prediction line equals one and the slopes of the scaling distances are typically less than
one, the proportion of depth constancy is given by their ratio. The negative slopes
associated with the scaling distances in the current experiment, however, prevent a
meaningful estimate of depth constancy from being calculated in this way.
An equivalent estimate of depth constancy (C ), however, can be calculated from the
slopes of the depth-match data in figure 7:
C  tan458ÿ y , (4)
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where y is the angle formed by a fitted data line and the horizontal prediction line.
The cosine of y would provide a ratio of the two slopes and therefore a measure of
depth constancy; cosine y, however, gives an inflated value of depth constancy, relative
to those reported using the scaling-distance strategy, because the cosine of angles
smaller than 458 is close to 1 and relatively constant. A more appropriate measure
involves comparing the data with a prediction line with slope equal to one. Such a
prediction line would form a 458 angle with respect to the horizontal, and the tangent
of this angle is one. Simply transforming the values in figure 7 with an anticlockwise
rotation until the slope of the prediction line equals one does not solve the problem,
since the data line would then have a slope greater than one. Rather, subtracting y
from 458 yields a new angle which can then be compared to the tangent of the 458
prediction line, yielding a measure of depth constancy equivalent to those used in
previous work. Using this procedure, we calculated the proportion of depth constancy
averaged over observers (and SEMs) to be 0.35 (0.11), 0.52 (0.13), 0.39 (0.06), and 0.45
(0.10) for the II, IE, EI, and EE conditions, respectively. These constancy values are
slightly higher than Johnston's (1991) estimate of 0.30 but lower than the 0.70 to 0.75
estimated by Glennerster et al (1996).
It has been suggested that a change in eye position is more important for scaling
depth than static eye position (Foley and Richards 1972; Glennerster et al 1996). The
current experiment allowed observers to change vergence and thus estimate viewing
distance over multiple fixations. Further, the shape-judgment task used here required
only the ratio of viewing distances to be estimated for depth scaling, rather than
the absolute viewing distance. Despite the availability of vergence information, depth
constancy was clearly not obtained. For comparison, however, it is necessary to know
the extent of depth scaling when eye movement is restricted.
3 Experiment 2: Fixation and eye-movement control
The stimuli in experiment 1 were presented without a fixation point, and observers
were freely allowed to make vergence eye movements. Does the perceived depth in
contour stereograms change when vergence movements are restricted? One hypothesis
is that because the strategy of estimating the ratio of viewing distances based on
vergence eye position cannot be used when eye movements are not allowed, depth
constancy should get worse when static eye position is maintained. Experiment 2 was
conducted as a fixation and eye-movement control.
3.1 Method
The same stimuli and procedure were used as in the previous experiment, with the
following exceptions. First, the stimulus set was reduced such that only 3 curvatures
and only 3 apparent viewing distances were used. Curvature disparities of 6.8, 10.5, and
14.3 min of arc were used, corresponding to the least, standard, and most curved
surfaces. Likewise, apparent viewing distances of 169.4, 180.4, and 193 cm were used,
corresponding to surfaces that appeared closest, at the reference distance, and furthest
from the observer. The second difference in procedure from the previous experiment
was in the contour-type combinations presented. For this experiment, only the illusory
reference illusory test (II) and the explicit reference explicit test (EE) conditions
were shown. Third, the two authors served as observers. Fourth, a gray fixation cross
was added to each of the displays. This cross subtended 0.5 deg horizontally and
vertically, and appeared at the depth of the inducing elements. At the beginning of
each trial, the fixation cross appeared at mid-height between the top and bottom
display surfaces. Observers were instructed to maintain fixation on the cross. When
the observer was ready, she pressed a button that initiated the drawing of the display.
The display required about 600 ms to draw; after this period had elapsed, an addi-
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Restricting eye movements did not have the simple effect on depth constancy that we
hypothesized. We found evidence that eye movements both improve depth constancy
and make it worse, depending on the contour type. Only cautious conclusions should
be drawn, given the small number of observers. If the effects found in this experiment are
real, there are two possible explanations for the difference in depth constancy with
contour type. One possibility is that, when eye movements are restricted, the strategy
of estimating the ratio of viewing distances based on the ratio of vergence angles is
no longer reliable. Rather, disparity must be scaled by a single measure of absolute view-
ing distance. For illusory-contour displays, restricted eye movements led to less depth
constancy. This suggests that, in experiment 1, observers are indeed scaling disparity
using a vergence-angle-ratio strategy. The small improvement in depth constancy found
in experiment 2 when explicit contours are presented suggests that disparate lumi-
nance contours can be scaled with either the multiple-vergence or the single-vergence
strategy. A second possibility (and one that could be compatible with the first) is that
illusory contours are simply less robust than explicit contours. The inherent positional
ambiguity in illusory-contour displays may make this kind of contour particularly subject
to depth distortions.
4 General discussion
These experiments clearly show that shape-in-depth can be recovered from disparate
binocular contours, but that the shape is subject to systematic distortions when the
apparent viewing distance is varied. This shape distortion is in the same direction as
that found by Johnston (1991) with random-dot stereograms that varied in physical
viewing distance. It is consistent with the report of Watanabe et al (1995) who used
Ehrenstein grid displays, and conflicts with Carman and Welch's (1992) report of view
stability with 3-D illusory-contour shapes. A unique contribution of the current paper
is the finding that, when eye movements are allowed, the shape distortion is the same
for both illusory-contour and explicit-contour displays.
The stereograms used in these experiments contained disparity information only at
the edges. Although the task was to judge the shape of the resulting surface, it could be
argued that observers used only the contours when making shape judgments. It could be,
for example, that observers were responding to monocular curvature information. If this
were true, then a shape distortion with changes in apparent viewing distance would
not be expected. Because the manipulation of apparent viewing distance leaves monoc-
ular curvature intact, the shape distortion must be due to the binocular edges. This
does not preclude the possibility, however, that observers based their judgments only
on binocular contours rather than on the surface. We consider this unlikely for two
reasons. First, observers were instructed to attend to the surface rather than the contours,
and they reported judging the shape of a salient, smoothly curved surface. Second,
because previous research has shown that the local shape of the interpolated surface
from contour stereograms is largely dependent on the 3-D shape of the contours
(Carman and Welch 1992; Vreven and Welch 1998), global shape judgments of the kind
required here would not be expected to differ between the contours and the surface.
The current experiments suggest that 3-D shape from contour stereograms fails to
show depth constancy. The finding of a similar magnitude of shape distortion for both
illusory and explicit contours in experiment 1 supports the idea that both contour types
are coded by the same neural machinery (von der Heydt et al 1984). On the other hand,
there were differences in the perceived depth of illusory-contour and explicit-contour
displays in experiment 1 and, unlike illusory-contour displays, explicit-contour displays
yielded greater depth constancy in experiment 2. Thus, our results are more in line with
Watanabe and colleagues, who suggest that illusory contours are not capable of carrying
the same `strength' of disparity signals as explicit contours.
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